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APPALACHIAN STATE RADIO NETWORK

WHY JOIN THE NETWORK?

One of the newest teams in the FBS-joined in
2014
A History of Success
• 18 Conference Championships in FCS
• Three consecutive FCS Championships
from 2005-2007
Third place finish in Sun Belt Conference
in 2014
25 Mountaineers have been selected in
the NFL Draft
In 2007, defeated Michigan 34-32—the first
FCS team to beat a ranked FBS team
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PROJECTED BUDGET
ITEM

QUANTITY

COST PER UNIT

TOTAL

Comrex Matrix Rack
Mount

1

$2,900

$2,900

Comrex Matrix Remote

1

$3,250

$3,250

Zephyr ISDN Remote

1

$2,900

$2,900

Zephyr ISDN Rack Mount

1

$3,400

$3,400

Basic Stick Microphone

3

$102

$306

Wireless Mic Unit-Base
Receiver

1

$1,700

$1,700

Wireless Mic Unit-Beltpack
Transmitter

1

$1,300

$1,300

Wireless Transmitter for
Sideline-Base Transmitter

1

$802

$802

Wireless Transmitter for
Sideline-Beltpack Receiver

1

$470

$470

External Antenna System
for Wireless and IFB

1

$500

$500

Digital Recording Device

2

$540

$1,080

Headset Microphone

2

$450

$900

Play-by-Play Salary

1

$45,000

$45,000

Color Analyst Salary

1

$22,000

$22,000

Sideline Reporter Salary

1

$11,000

$11,000

Emergency Fund

1

$2,594

$2,594

Projected Total

$100,000
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POTENTIAL SPONSOR

Several Lowe’s executives are Appalachian State alumni
including Marshall Croom, Chief Risk Officer, and Steven Stone,
Chief Accounting Officer. Other alumni have been executives
for Lowe’s in the past. This is a perfect match for a sponsor for
Mountaineer football because Lowe’s is a national brand that
fans across the country will recognize. Lowe’s headquarters are
in Mooresville, North Carolina and with more than 100 locations
across the state, it is a household name throughout the region.
Lowe’s has sponsored the football team in the past on Facebook
pictures and would be a great sponsor on the radio network.
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POTENTIAL SPONSOR

Geico has been a sponsor of Appalachian State football for many
years. Geico offers an Alumni Discount to all Mountaineer alumni
and has advertised on Facebook and throughout Kidd Brewer
Stadium. Geico is a national brand that sponsors many college
football teams and would be another household name attached
to Appalachian state football. Geico offers policies on more than
20 different things including homes and cars. This means that
fans can go to Geico for insurance on whatever they need.
Geico pairs well with all of the car dealerships that advertise
because it gives listeners somewhere to go after the visit the
dealership and buy a car.
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POTENTIAL SPONSOR

Pepsi is another sponsor of Appalachian State football that has
advertised on Facebook with the Mountaineers. Pepsi is the
second-largest soft drink producer in the nation. Pepsi would be
a great sponsor for our broadcasts because it is a recognizable
name and has shown willingness in the past to sponsor the
Mountaineers. Pepsi is also associated with football across the
nation because of the Super Bowl Halftime Show. Pepsi has
been sponsoring more sporting events every year, adding in
more NFL sponsorships and the NBA. With a company wanting
to be associated with sports, Pepsi is a prime candidate for
sponsoring Mountaineer football.
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POTENTIAL SPONSOR

Best Buy has sponsored Appalachian State sports on
appstatesports.com. With the products Best Buy sells, it would
make sense for them to sponsor Mountaineer football because
of the demographics they would reach. Our listeners would be
mainly men who are more likely to buy Best Buy products than
women. Best Buy has more than 30 stores throughout North
Carolina. Best Buy advertises in other sports including the NFL
and NASCAR, so it is willing to sponsor a variety of sports. Best
Buy has certain discounts only for college students, so
sponsoring a college football team is a great way to reach that
demographic compared to other sports.
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POTENTIAL SPONSOR

Carolina West Wireless is the official wireless provider of the
Mountaineers. It advertises on appstatesports.com and with all
of the teams. It has been the official wireless provider since
2010, so they have partnered with Appalachian State for an
extended period of time. Carolina West Wireless would be a
great sponsor on the radio network because of the relationship
it already has with the athletic department. Cell phones and
wireless coverage is an ever-expanding business and people are
constantly looking for a better deal on wireless service, or
looking at upgrading to a new phone. Having a wireless
provider sponsor Mountaineer football would reach this
demographic every week.
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POTENTIAL SPONSOR

Car dealerships and college football go hand in hand in terms of
demographics. Car dealerships want to reach males in the area
and college football is a great place to start.
Modern
dealerships have been in business since 1933 with its flagship
Modern Chevrolet. Between all of their dealerships, a large part
of North Carolina is serviced. The Modern company also has
dealerships for Subaru, Toyota, Nissan, Hyundai, Infiniti, and
several others. Having Modern sponsor Mountaineer football
gives the opportunity for many car companies to advertise for
the price of one.
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POTENTIAL SPONSOR

Chetola Resort at Bowling Rock gives the network a different
sponsor to make us more diverse. Rather than being a national
brand, or a company looking for a specific demographic, Chetola
Resort appeals to everyone, offering a getaway for all ages in
Bowling Rock, North Carolina. The resort has advertised on
appstatesports.com, so they are willing to sponsor Appalachian
State athletics. Chetola Resort is one of the best resorts in
North Carolina according to Trip Advisor. With Chetola Resort
as a sponsor, it would reach a large population of the region
each week.
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POTENTIAL SPONSOR

The North Carolina Veterinary Medical Association (NCVMA) has
been advertised in Facebook photos about the Mountaineer
football team. The NCVMA gives the network another diverse
sponsor. With the advertising already on Facebook, the NCVMA
is willing to partner with Appalachian State and would be a
valuable asset to the network to reach a new demographic with
many fans owning animals. As a sponsor on the network, the
NCVMA would extend their reach throughout the state and
make listeners more aware of the services they offer. While it is
not a typical college football sponsor, Appalachian State has
partnered with them to promote responsible pet ownership and
having NCVMA as a partner on the network would help promote
this even further.
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ADVERTISING OPTIONS
Pregame 30-Second Commercial

$1,000

One 30-second commercial that will air during the pregame show. This cost is on a per
commercial basis.
Pregame Segment Sponsor

$12,000

Sponsor one segment during the pregame show. Sponsoring a segment allows the
company to name the segment (with network approval). This is a season-long
commitment. The possible segments to be sponsored are: Keys to the Game,
Scoreboard, Coach Interview, and Player to Watch For.
Pregame Show Sponsor

$45,000

Sponsor the Mountaineer football pregame show. This is a season-long commitment.
The pregame show airs for 30 minutes prior to every Mountaineer football game.
Sponsoring the pregame show means the sponsor name will be in the name of the
pregame show and will be read going into and out of every commercial break during the
pregame show.
In-game 30-second commercial

$1,000

One 30-second commercial that will air during the game. This cost is on a per
commercial basis.
In-game Quick Read

$500

One 10-second read written by the sponsor (approved by the network) that is read
during a quick break in gameplay. It will not air during a commercial break, but could be
read coming out of a break if required. The price is on a per read basis.
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ADVERTISING OPTIONS
Halftime 30-Second Commercial

$1,000

One 30-second commercial that will air during the game. This cost is on a per
commercial basis.
Halftime Quick Read

$400

One 10-second read written by the sponsor (approved by the network) that is read
coming out of a commercial break. The price is on a per read basis.
Postgame 30-Second Commercial

$750

One 30-second commercial that will air during the postgame show. This cost is on a
per commercial basis.
Postgame Show Sponsor

$35,000

Sponsor the Mountaineer football postgame show. This is a season-long commitment.
The postgame show airs for 30 minutes following the conclusion of every Mountaineer
football game. Sponsoring the postgame show includes the sponsor will be in the
name of the postgame show and be read going into and out of every commercial
break during the postgame show.
Postgame Segment Sponsor

$10,000

Sponsor one segment during the postgame show. Sponsoring a segment allows the
company to name the segment (with network approval). This is a season-long
commitment. The possible segments to be sponsored are: Coach Interview, Game
Recap, and Scoreboard.
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ADVERTISING OPTIONS
Pregame Show Bundle

$60,000

Includes: Pregame show sponsor, one 30-second pregame show commercial, five
in game quick reads, one pregame segment sponsorship and one in game 30second commercial. Only one of these bundles will be sold each season.
Pregame Show Commercial Season Long Deal

$8,000

Includes one 30-second commercial played during the pregame show before
every football game. Only three of these bundles will be sold each season.
Postgame Show Commercial Season Long Deal

$7,500

Includes one 30-second commercial played during the postgame show after every
football game. Only three of these bundles will be sold.
Postgame Show Bundle

$45,000

Includes: Postgame show sponsor, one 30 second postgame show commercial,
one postgame segment sponsorship, three in game quick reads. Only one of
these bundles will be sold each season.
In Game Commercial Special

$25,000

Includes two 30-second in game commercials each game and two in game quick
reads each game. Only three of these specials will be sold each season.
Halftime Commercial Special

$30,000

Includes one 30-second halftime commercial, one in game quick read, one
halftime quick read and one 30-second postgame commercial for every game.
Only three of these specials will be sold each season.
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POTENTIAL SPONSORS
Lowe’s

$60,000

Lowe’s would be a great sponsor for the pregame show because of their connections to the
University. The pregame show bundle is its best option to be the sponsor and get commercials
and segments sponsored throughout the season.
1-Pregame Show Bundle
Geico

$45,000

Geico is a large company in the nation and would be a good sponsor for the postgame show.
Listeners are most likely to be in their cars during postgame on their way home, so Geico would
get all of the drivers listening to their segments while they are in cars and relate it to the
sponsor.
1-Postgame Show Bundle
Best Buy

$55,000

Best Buy looks for commercials that target the male demographic. These will most likely occur
during the game and at halftime when males are listening to the game. To get the biggest bang
for their buck, Best Buy would be best off buying an in-game commercial special and a halftime
commercial special to get the prime spots in the broadcast and hit its target demographic.
1-In Game Commercial Special 1-Halftime Commercial Special
Pepsi

$42,000

Pepsi would be a great sponsor for the “Player to Watch For” segment at pregame because of
the possibility of having the “Pepsi Player.” Pepsi would also like to advertise at halftime
because that is the time most fans will be leaving to get drinks, and Pepsi would love to claim
those listeners.
1- Pregame Segment Sponsor 1-Halftime Commercial Special
Modern Dealerships
$25,000
Car commercials are a staple in college football broadcasts. Modern will be looking to broadcast
to males throughout the game, so in-game commercials are its best bet at hitting its target
demographic.
1-In Game Commercial Special
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POTENTIAL SPONSORS
Carolina West Wireless

$18,000

Carolina West Wireless would be best slotted as a pregame and postgame sponsor. In
pregame, commercials are a great way to get the message out quickly to fans getting excited
in the game. Postgame, sponsoring a segment will allow Carolina West to hit the target
demographic of families driving home from the game.
1-Postgame Segment Sponsor
1-Pregame Show Commercial Season Long Deal
NCVMA

$8,000

NCVMA would do best with buying commercials. It is not one of the larger companies, so it
might not be able to buy airtime in the better timeslots, but pregame show commercials will
fulfill their needs of getting awareness out to the listeners just fine. Pregame show
commercials fit their needs the best.
1-Pregame Show Commercial Season Long Deal
Chetola Resort at Blowing Rock

$7,500

Chetola Resort would be a good fit for postgame commercials. There might be some fans at
the game who decide to spend the night near Boone, so a commercial for the resort might
pique their interest.
1-Postgame Show Commercial Season Long Deal

PROJECTED TOTAL

$260,500
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AFFILIATES

WKBC 97.3
Major Cities Covered: Boone, Winston-Salem, Charlotte, Hickory
Why this station is important: This is the current flagship station for Appalachian State
football. It is important to keep a good relationship with the flagship station and unless there
is a major problem working with the station, there is no reason to not keep working with
WKBC. The station’s coverage works well for the network because it covers from Boone to
Charlotte, so fans driving back and forth between the two will be able to get coverage for the
entire drive without having to switch stations. Charlotte and Winston-Salem are two of the top
five markets in North Carolina, so getting both covered with our flagship station is a selling
point as well.
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AFFILIATES

WMIT 106.9
Major Cities Covered: Asheville, Greenville, Spartanburg, Hickory, Boone
Why this station is important: This station is a Christian Contemporary station based in Black
Mountain, NC. Appalachian State football would give the station new, diverse content to air
on the weekends. Asheville is one of the top five alumni bases for the Mountaineers and is also
a top five market in North Carolina. This station covers the triangle between Asheville,
Greenville and Spartanburg, which is a major market in North and South Carolina. Boone is
covered on the outskirts of this station so fans driving to our games would have a station to
listen to for the entire drive to get pregame and postgame coverage.
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AFFILIATES

W271BS 102.1
Major Cities Covered: Greenville, SC, Spartanburg, SC, Hendersonville, NC
Why this station is important: This station covers some of the top markets in North Carolina
and South Carolina, covering a majority of the triangle between Greenville, Spartanburg and
Asheville. Greenville is one of Appalachian State’s largest alumni bases so it is important to
get coverage there for those fans. Stations in South Carolina will carry mostly SEC football, so
getting coverage in Greenville would help expand the Appalachian State footprint and bring
more recognition to the program. Broadcasting Mountaineer football would allow this station
to stay competitive because of diverse content with an up and coming football program
compared to the SEC schools.
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AFFILIATES

W285DG 104.9
Major Cities Covered: Boone
Why this station is important: This station gives our network another option for our
hometown fans to listen to Mountaineer football. This is a classic rock station, so Appalachian
State football would give the station more diverse content and bring in new listeners to the
station. This station does not have as much coverage, but covering the hometown fans is the
number one priority for the network, so the more stations that carry games, the more fans that
will listen.
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AFFILIATES

WAZZ 1490 AM
Major Cities Covered: Fayetteville
Why this station is important: Fayetteville is one of the top markets in North Carolina and
one of Appalachian State’s largest alumni bases. This station would be important to hit both
of those points to bring Mountaineer football to the fans and to a major market. This station is
a current affiliate on the Appalachian State network, so it is important to keep them on the
network to keep our presence in Fayetteville.
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AFFILIATES

WRHD 94.3
Major Cities Covered: Greenville, Rocky Mount, Winterville
Why this station is important: Greenville is one of the top markets in North Carolina and a
large alumni base for the Mountaineers. This station would bring Appalachian State football to
the eastern part of the state and extend our overall coverage. This is a sports radio station, so
Mountaineer football would fit right in with the programming. This station would reach fans in
a major market who enjoy listening to sports and could bring in new fans who listen for the
sports coverage.
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AFFILIATES

W267AM 101.3
Major Cities Covered: Winston-Salem
Why this station is important: This station covers Winston-Salem, North Carolina. WinstonSalem is one of Appalachian State’s biggest alumni bases. It is also one of the top five markets
in North Carolina. Getting a station in Winston-Salem is important for both of these facts.
This station is a news/talk station, so bringing Appalachian State football to their programming
would make there station more diverse, without getting away from the talk aspect of the
station.
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AFFILIATES

WCMC 99.9
Major Cities Covered: Raleigh, Durham, Fayetteville
Why this station is important: This sports station covers three of the major markets in North
Carolina. It also covers some of Appalachian State’s largest alumni bases in Fayetteville and
Raleigh. The football games would flow right in with the programming of the station and give
our fans in the area coverage of the games in a competitive market. Most stations in this area
cover Tar Heel football, so it is important to get Mountaineer football in this market for our
fans and alumni.
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AFFILIATES

WNKS 95.1
Major Cities Covered: Charlotte, Hickory, Rock Hill, SC, Spartanburg, SC
Why this station is important: This station is a Top-40 station in Charlotte, NC. Putting
Appalachian State football on this station would give them new content to air on the
weekends and hit a major alumni base for the Mountaineers. Charlotte has one of the largest
alumni bases for Appalachian State and is also the top market in North Carolina. This station
also covers Rock Hill, South Carolina, which is also a large alumni base for the Mountaineers.
Boone is covered on the outskirts of this station so fans would have another station to listen to
when driving between Rock Hill or Charlotte to Boone on gamedays.
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BROADCAST FORMAT
Lowe’s Pregame Show
#1
#2
#3
#4

COMMERCIAL BREAKS
Network
LOCAL
Network
LOCAL

2:00
2:05
2:00
2:05

First Half Play-by-Play
#5
#6
#7
#8
#9
#10

Network
LOCAL
Network
LOCAL
Network
LOCAL

1:00
1:05
1:00
1:05
1:00
1:05

Halftime
#11
#12
#13

Network
LOCAL
Network

2:00
2:05
2:00

Second Half Play-by-Play
#14
#15
#16
#17
#18
#19

Network
LOCAL
Network
LOCAL
Network
LOCAL

1:00
1:05
1:00
1:05
1:00
1:05

Geico Postgame Show
#20
#21
#22
#23

Network
LOCAL
Network
LOCAL

2:00
2:05
2:00
2:05
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BROADCAST FORMAT
Notes for Affiliates:
1.) Network breaks will have the cue: “This is Mountaineer football.”
2.) Local break with have the cue: “This is the Appalachian State radio
network.”
3.) Breaks will be taken in numerical order.
4.) In overtime—if all play-by-play breaks have been taken, all breaks will be
network.
5.) There will be a 10-second break at the top of every hour for station
identification (CUE: “Let’s pause 10-seconds for station identification.
You’re listening to Mountaineer football.”)
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LOWE’S PREGAME SHOW
00:00

Segment 1-Scene Network
Setter
SPOT 1 (Network)
Segment 2-Pepsi Live Set
Player to Watch
SPOT 2 (LOCAL)
Segment 3-Coach Network
and Player
Interviews

5:00

20:05
22:05

SPOT 3 (Network)
Segment 4- Keys Live Set
to the Game

2:00
4:00

26:05
28:10

SPOT 4 (Local)
Segment 5-Wrap
Up

2:05
1:50

5:00
7:00
12:00
14:05

Live Set

2:00
5:00
2:05
6:00

PreProduced
PBP, CA,
SR
Recorded
Interview
with Scott
Satterfield
and
selected
player(s)
PBP, CA,
SR

PBP, CA,
SR
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GEICO POSTGAME SHOW
00:00
4:00
6:00
9:00
11:05

Segment 1-Game
Recap
SPOT 1 (Network)
Segment 2Scoreboard
SPOT 2 (LOCAL)
Segment 3-Coach
Interview

Live Set

4:00

PBP, CA

Live Set

2:00
3:00

PBP, CA

Locker
Room

2:05
6:00

17:05
19:05

SPOT 3 (Network)
Segment 4Locker
Player Interview Room

2:00
6:00

25:05
27:10

SPOT 4 (Local)
Segment 5-Wrap
Up

2:05
2:50

30

Live Set
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Live
Interview
with SR
and Scott
Satterfield
Live
Interview
with SR
and
Selected
Players

PBP, CA

